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INTRODUCTION
This discussion will concentrate on basic physics aspects of inelastic
processes of excitation, ionization, and recombination that occur during
electron-ion collisions.

Except for cases of illustration along isoelec-

tronic sequences, only multicharged (at least +2) ions will be specifically
discussed with some emphasis of unique physics aspects associated with
ionic charge.

The material presented will be discussed from a primarily

experimental viewpoint with most attention to electron-ion interacting
beams experiments.
In tie spirit of a NATO Advanced Study, this presentation is intended
for persons who are not already experts in the subject but who want to gain
some basic understanding of the field and a flavor of current research
activities in the field.
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Two previous NATO Advanced Studies ' contain a

number of papers which relate directly to the present topic and will be
specifically referenced.
or overviews

In addition there are a number of. recent reviews

of specific parts of the present topic which can be relied

on for some details.
Within the present context, there is little need for a detailed statement of motivation for study of electron-ion collisions.

Indeed other

discussions within this volume "Jill demonstrate applications of the basic
physics in fusion and astropfaysical plasmas and in ion source development.
The principal motivation of the present paper is taken to be basic atomic
physics interest in collision dynamics.

Since the collision system to be discussed will always begin in the
initial state of just one free electron plus one multicharged ion, the
class of collisions is among the simplest, and detailed correspondence of
theoretical predictions and experimental studies can be examined.

In fact,

progress in the subject has been retarded by a lack of experimental results
which can test the theoretical predictions that are rather more advanced
than experiments within this subject, especially for multicharged ions.
One general observation which may currently be emerging is that the
three processes of excitation, ionization, and recombination are of comparable or nearly equal importance.

Even within a single collision, at

collision energies for which all three processes are possible, the amplitude for each of the three processes can be roughly comparable.

Thus the

influence (or possibly even interference) of each of these three processes
on the others should be included.
2.
2.1

CONCEPTS

A Specific Sample Case
The inelastic collision processes for a sample case 01 e~ + F e 1 ^ are

illustrated in Fig. 1. The figure is rather complex, but it is useful to
conceptually visualize all of the processes in a unified picture to emphasize how they influence each other.
Consider the initial state of the sample e~ + Fe^5+ system to be that
of a free electron of arbitrary energy, k, plus a ground-state ion with
electron configuration Is 2 2s 2 2p 6 3s (Fe*5+ is a Na-like ion with eleven
electrons).

This initial state is at zero energy on the figure but the

solid horizontal line represents the state of the ion and the slanted lines
attached to the solid horizontal line represent the continuum of energy of
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Schematic representation of the structure and iuelastic
transitions within the e~ + Fe^5+ system (see text).

the free electron, k (k will be a variable to which we can ascribe a particular value by assigning a subscript such as k g ) . What is being represented by the lines with arrows (labeled (T) through (5)) all emanating
from the initial state, are examples of inelastic transitions of the
e~ + Fel5+ system which are driven by specific electron energies, k^.

The

energy available as kinetic energy of the free electron must be equal to
the energy at the end of each of the arrows (T) through (5) in order to
cause that particular illustrated transition.

2.2

Excitation
The simplest transition illustrated in Fig. 1 is (?) which is direct

excitation of the lowest excited levels, e~ + Fe*5+(3S) + F e 15+(3 p ) +

e-.

The actual atomic structure associated with this transition is a little
more complicated than the illustration.

Since the excited configuration

Is22s22p63p has two fine-structure levels 2 Pi/2 and ^p3/2»

a

different

representation of these excitation transitions could be written e~ + Fe^5+
(3s 2 Si/2) + Fe 1 5 + (3p ^ 1 / 2 ) + e~ with threshold energy of 34.36 eV and
e~ + F e 1 5 + (3s 2 Si/2) * F e 1 5 + (3p 2 P3/2)
36.96 eV.

12

+ e

~ with threshold energy

It is important to understand the energetics of the collisions

illustrated on Fig. 1.

For transition (5) the Fe*5+ ion is driven to an

excited state and absorbs either 34.36 eV or 36.96 eV, but the electron
which causes the transition can have any energy greater than these threshold values and after the collision will retain the remaining kinetic
energy.

Thus transition (T) is illustrated for a particular but arbitrary

energy just a little above the excited configuration.

As illustrated, ini-

tially the electron has energy k.5 - 50 eV and after the excitation event it

will have kf • 50-34.36 or 50-36.96. The excited F e 1 5 + ion will subsequently decay by emitting a characteristic photon of 361 A for the ^?i/2
level or 336 A for the ^^/2

state. Later in this paper a specific example

will be given of the use of the 361 A characteristic photon in studying the
nature of a plasma in which it is produced and in using the known plasma
parameters together with this photon production to crudely test electron-ion
collision theory.
2.3

Recombination Resonances
Transition (4) of Fig. 1 is representative of a specific transition of

the a~ + Fel5+ system to a resonance state of the l T e^ + system.

Such a

transition can result in dielectronic recombination, a resonance in elastic
scattering, or a resonance in the excitation event just described, depending
on how the illustrated resonance state decays. As illustrated for (4) the
initial system energy of Fe^ + (3s ^Sj/2)
to the energy of a level of Fe^+

+

^4 happens to be a precise match

with configuration Is22s22p64p9p.

That

is, the energy k4 is a little less than required to promote the 3s outer
electron of Fe*5+ to the 4p level but the initially free electron could be
in a bound orbital (9p) of Fe1*"*" and the system energy would then be just
right for the initial 3s bound electron to be found in the 4p orbital of
Fe1^"1". To first order the transition involves only two electrons, the initially free electron and the initially outer 3s electron.

This two-electron

interaction provides the name dielectronic to describe the process.

There

are, in general, many more of these "resonance" or recombination states of
the Fel4 + ion than are illustrated on Fig. 1. However, they will only occur
during e~ + Fel5+ transitions at very specific energies.

Thus the distinc-

tion ia energetics between direct excitations like transition (T) and

recombination resonances like transition (7) is that (5) occurs at any electron energy above threshold while (7) only occurs at the energy of a quantum
eigenstate of Fe^"1".

In terms of measurable quantities like excitations

cross sections for e~ + F e 1 ^ (3s 2Si/2> * F e 1 ^ (3p 2Pi/2) + e~ the transitions like (T) can have an "indirect" influence if it happens to decay
from Fe 1 A + (Is22s22p64p9p) •»• Fe 1 5 + (Is22s22p63p) + e".

Such resonances in

excitation cross sections are particularly important for multicharged ions
where the high net charge makes recombination resonances a relatively
stronger phenomena than for neutral atoms or slightly charged ions.
Dielectronic recombination only occurs if the resonance (which will
always involve at least two excited electrons) decays by emission of light
rather than by autoionization.

After transition (4) of Fig. 1 a possible

radiative stabilization sequence is:

Fe14+(2p64p9p)

+ (2p63s9p) + hu(~2nA eV)
I

(stabilized but excited Fe*4+)

> (2p63s2) + hu(~400 eV)

(ground-state

where the first transition carried the system to a state just below the zero
level of Fig. 1 and the photon emitted was shifted slightly lower in energy
than the 4p-3s transition in Fe!5+.

Note that total radiative decay of the

initial resonance would always result in at least two photons eiitted and a
total release of energy greater than that brought into the collision as
kinetic energy of the incident electron.
The autoionization and radiative relaxation of the recombination resonances are in competition.

The autoionization is qualitatively an interac-

tion between two excited electrons and is only weakly dependent on ionic
charge, q.

However, the radiative decay is qualitatively an interaction

between an excited electron and the ionic field of charge, q, and this
radiative decay scales roughly as q^.

Thus for highly charged ions,

radiative decay and hence recombination-stabilization become relatively
more likely than auto' -mization which is usually much faster than
radiative decay for neutral atoms or slightly charged ions.
2.4

Icnization
Finally consider transitions (T), (5), and (3) of Fig. i which can

all result in ionization of the form e + F e 1 5 + (2p&3s) * F e 1 ^ (2p6) + 2e"
The threshold energy for removal of the 3s electron is 489 eV 12 and is
illustrated on the figure with two sets of slanted lines (free electron
continua) attached to a horizontal line representing F e 1 6 + (Is 2 2s 2 2p 6 ) at
489 eV.

The initial free electron is designated by k and the removed

electron by k' (even though they are indistinguishable). Transition (T)
is the direct ionization transition in which the incident electron has a
binary collision with the bound 3s electron and removes it.
cally k^ » kf + kf + 489 eV.

Energeti-

Transition (2) is qualitatively like tran-

sition (5) but is the promotion of an inner-shell electron of the form
e- +

F e 1 5 + (2p63s) •»• F e 1 5 + (2p53s3d) + e~ so that a binary collision

caused a 2p -»• 3d promotion.

Transition (2) is a dipole-allowed excita-

tion transition with 801 eV threshold
fairly strong.

which one might guess could be

Transition (3) is qualitatively like @

but is the pro-

motion of an inner-shell electron in a binary collision during which the
incident electron lost just the right energy to fall into a bound orbital
so that e~ + F e 1 5 + (2p63s) + F e 1 4 + (2p53s3d8d) which occurs only at the
resonance energy of 751 eV.

The reason for illustrating transitions (2)

and (3) is that they can both decay to the same final state of the system

as transition (T), that is both (T) and (T) can contribute to ionization
e + F e 1 5 + > Fel6+ + 2e".
Figure 2 may be helpful by illustrating transitions ( T ) , (2), and (3)
in a "cartoon."

Transition (I) is "direct" ionization by knocking off the

outermost (3s) electron.

Transition (5) is excitation of an inner-shell

electron 2p+3d followed by autoionization in which the excited electron
(3d) and the original outer electron (3s) had an interaction resulting in
one falling to the vacant 2p orbital and the other being ejected.

Transi-

tion (5) is a dielectronic recombination event in which an inner electron
(2p) was promoted to a (3d) orbital while the initial electron fell into an
(8d) orbital; this highly excited resonance state then decayed by an autoionization event (or events) resulting in emission of two of the three
electrons (3s3d8d) while the other fell back to the (2p) vacancy.
The point of this involved discussion of transitions ( T ) , ( T ) , and (5)
is that for Fe*5+ a t energies near 800 eV, all three types of transitions
are predicted to be of roughly equal magnitude in determining the total
ionization cross section.

The Fe*5+ case was selected to illustrate the

detailed concepts because the theoretical predictions of Cowan and Mann
and of LaGattuta and Hahn

I1*

provide the specific details.

the ionization cross section predicted for Fe^^+.

Figure 3 shows

Th«:se predictions were

accomplished by independent quantum calculation of processes like transition (2) and transition (T) and by simple addition of the independently
calculated cross sections.

It remains to be seen whether or not such pre-

dictions are valid but combined experimental and theoretical work on other
Na-like ions indicates that such predictions are roughly correct.

There

have not been any calculations which treat all of the processes like transitions (T), ( 2 ) , and (5) simultaneously and allow for the possibility that
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Fig. 2. A cartoon representation of the electronic transitions which occur for transitions
(l), (2), and \3) of Fig. 1 if they all proceed to a final state in which ionization
has occurred.
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The predicted electron impact ionization cross section
for Fe^^ + (from Ref. 14). The solid curve is direct
ionization (represented by transitions like (T) on Fig.
1); the dashed curve is excitation-autoionization (represented by @ on Fig. 1) added to the direct part; the
cross hatched area is dielectronic recombination-double
autoJonization (represented by ^ on Fig. 1) and added
to the other two contributions.

coherent interference could occur between the quantum amplitudes for each
process.
2.5

Collision Theory
No attempt will be made here to develop the details of collision

theory.

Useful discussions aimed at the same level as this paper are given

by Y.-K. Kim

and C. J. Joachain

at previous NATO studies.

References

1, 2, and 3 contain most essential details and further references.
However, some of the general expressions are given here to allow insight
and comparisons.
The accepted nonrelativisti; theoretical approaches all begin with
the Schroedinger equation for the system of N + 1 electrons:
H(Z,N+l)iJ) = Ety

(1)

where N and Z are the number of electrons and nuclear charge of the ion, i|>
is the total wave function of the N + 1 electron system, and E is the total
energy, E = E^ (Z,N) + k^2 (which defines the kinetic energy, k^^, of the
incident electron in Rydbergs).

N+l

The Hamiltcnian is

N+l

N

()

Having wr3tten these standard expressions we immediately encounter
difficulty because Eq. (1) is a many-body problem, never less than three
bodies except for collisions of a bare nucleus and a free electron.

In

principle there is no compromise in expanding the many-body wave function
in terms of products of siagle-particle wave functions:

i|>(Mfl) - A ^ S i C N + 1) XiCXj.^Xu)

(3)

where A antisymmetrizes the total function and X n denotes coordinates of
the nth electron.

Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) results in a number

of coupled differential equations.

Generally, expansion (3) is chosen so

that the functions X^ are the solutions of the next simpler problem (i.e.,
they are the eigenvectors of.the N electron ion which is the target), and
the 6^(N + 1) are coefficients as well as the wave function of the free or
incident electron.

The wave functions for the bound-state system, X^, are

usually antisymmetrized products of one-electron functions determined from
the solution of a central field model such as the Hartree-Fock method.

It

should be further noted that the index, i, stands for all the system quantum numbers including parity, angular moment-am, and spin.

Thu^, f is a sum

over coupled, antisymmetrized, product-wave functions which leads to inessy
algebra.

One additional modification to Eq. (3) is usually specified:

i X± +]£c s $S(X1...XN + i)
i

(4)

s

where the C s are numerical coefficients and <f>s are bound-state wave functions of the ion or atom of next lower charge with N + 1 bound electrons.
The addition of the second term in Eq. (4) is needed to provide a more
complete set mathematically, but note that the <j>s states are important
physical quantities in this problem as well.

Some of <|>s are the bound

state resonances shown as dashed lines on Fig. 1 where they are highly
excited but, nevertheless, eigenstates of the Fel^+ ion.
Qualitatively, if expansion (3) is substituted into Eq. (1) and projected onto the angular momentum components of a particular channel, i, we
obtain the close-coupling equations which are of the form:

10

e±(x) +Sv ±j (x)e f (x) - o

(5)

where X represents the space and spin coordinates and
N+l
^
2
n-2 *l,n

/

IJ/J(X2...XN+I)

dXa-.^XN+x

.

(6)

The asymptotic form of this potential is

-=§2§6

(6a)

where q = Z - N is the ionic charge and 6 is the usual "delta function"
operator.
The ijji and ty* are any two wuve functions of the system.

These expres-

sions are still general and can describe any of the inelastic collisions,
but expressions (5) and (6) canr.ot be solved without approximations. This
is because the sums in expansions (3) and (5) are in principle infinite and
the potential V^j connects every term in those expansions to every other
term.

Thus in solving expressions (5) and (6) various approximations are

made and suitable boundary conditions must be imposed.

2.6

Approximations in Collisional Calculations
For the simplest inelastic collisions, the excitation transitions,

direct coupled-state numerical solutions of (5) and (6) are accomplished by
truncating the number of terms in the expansions. Those recombination
resonances which can be represented within the truncated expansions are
then explicitly contained in the solutions which give the excitation cross
sections.

Actual numerical (computer) solutions involve computation of a

11

set of one electron basis functions, X^, considerable vector-coupling
algebra, and many matrix inversions.

Solutions for simple ions and a few

states (expansion terms) are tractable, but complex ions or many states are
not generally attempted.
The cause of numerical difficulty with Eq. (5) is the coupled nature
of the Vij (i * j ) part of the potential in Eq. ( 6 ) . A substantial simplification results from uncoupling the equation which can be acomplished by
setting

0

if i * j
if i - 3

where Vii

is

given by Eq. (6) with j « i.

The differential Eqs. (5) now

have only one term in what was the summation, and (sacl differential equation contains only one index, i, and thus stands alone.

Calculations of a

transition from any initial state i to a final state f becomes a two-state
problem.

Qualitatively, this is the distorted-wave approximation.

Coupling of states by the incident electron has been lost but the technique
is sufficiently simple to apply to quite complex ions and to excitation or
ionization processes.

Of course the actual approximation of Eqs. (5) and

(6) can be done many ways.

Henry

distinguishes about ten variations of

distorted wave in published work on excitation, and Younger

has applied

distorted wave theory to a number of ionization calculations which include
only direct processes like transition (^

of Fig. 1.

The Coulomb-Born approximation is a modification of the potential (6)
which provides additional simplification.

The asymptotic form of Eq. (6),

Vif « ^-2- 6if, is used for the problem at all r.

Note that the first term

of Eq. (6) is not the same as this in that the nuclear charge Z has been
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replaced by the ionic charge, q.

The screening of the bound electrons

which was determined by the integral part of Eq. (6) in a flexible
(r-dependent) manner even in distorted wave is now fixed to be simply full
screening at any r.

The plane-wave Born approximation takes V^f = 0 which

would correspond to q * 0 in the Coulomb-Born approach and is not generally
appropriate for ions but can provide useful insight at high energies and
can be solved analytically.

It is characteristic for highly charged ions

that distorted-wave or Coulomb-Born theory is believed to be adequate.
Other approximations can be applied to any of the three methods mentioned.

Physically, unitarity corresponds to conservation of flux in that

the probabilities of all allowed scattering must sue: to the initial flux.
Naively it would seem that unitarity should always be satisfied but, if the
matrix elements obtained are all small, it may not be essential to obtaining a good approximation.

Exchange has not been specifically mentioned.

In principle, if all the wave functions in the expansion (3) and the potential (6) are c"illy antisymmetrized, exchange is explicitly included
throughout the problem bu:; with a great addition in the real work. Thus,
numerous different approximations are in fact made in the way and extent to
which exchange is included.
The. formulas mentioned thus far are generally applied to excitation
and ionization calculations.

Transitions involving resonances like those

of (T) and (£) in Fig. 1 seem at first glance to present some simplification in that there is no dynamical coupling since transitions occur onlj at
one energy.

Thus in the expansion, (3), the B± become simply constants,

not functions — that is the expansion (3) becomes just the second term of
expansion (4). In solving Eq. (1) only noncoupled, well-defined wave functions appear and the problem unambiguously simplifies to something like the
Coulomb-Born approximation of the dynamical cases.
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Another view of the problem is to recognize that dielectronic recom18

bination is the inverse of autoionization.

The autoionization transition

occurs at a specified energy between stationary states, and the transition
probability is well described by first-order perturbation theory. Microscopic reversibility, along with branching ratios for radiative decay relative to autoionization can be applied to determine dielectronic recombination.
Unfortunately there are thousands of transitions to consider even for
simple cases.

Dielectronic recombination for a few specific ionic cases

has been calculated in detail (Ref. 18-22 for examples) always with some
approximations.

In fact the general character of the many transitions

involved is usually parameterized as a function of ionic chaT.ge aid transition type (An»0 ~ An-l of the initially bound electron). Burgess
first
18
provided such a parameterized general formula and Merts et al.
provided a
modification for An*0 transitions.

The resulting Burgess-Merts formula is

widely used but does not provide physical insight into the nature of the
process.
In addition the highly excited states involved in dielectronic recombination are easily affected by additional collisions before decay (density
effects) or by external fields.

Thus, in many of the relevant physical

environments where dielectronic recombination occurs, the field and density
corrections to the basic description can dominate.

2.7

General Character of Cross Sections
The excitation cross sections have some particular features worth

noting.

First is that the cross sections are finite at threshold, that is

there is a step function from zero to some finite (often maximum) value as

the incident electron energy increases through the threshold for excitation
of the state of interest (illustrated in Fig. 4a). This step function
character results from the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential
[Eqs. (5) and (6)]. In solving (5) a summation is carried out over all
possible angular momentum states of the colliding system.

In the usual

partial wave summation it is seen that for ions (the Coulomb-potential) all
partial waves contribute at the threshold energy, which is not true for
neutral systems where V(r) + 0 , resulting in the step function for the
as r -»• •
ions but not for neutrals.
Solutions of (5) [and even determination of the potential in the
second part of (6)] result in matrix elements of the form

/ 1l V lf to d(space) .

(7)

This expression is usually represented or calculated via a multipole expansion of the potential Vif.

For the dipole (allowed) transitions

(e.g.j s •*• p orbital changes) the matrix elements and cross sections fall
off with collision energy — at least at high energy — as

a (dipole allowed) « ~

(8)

while nondipole terms fall off faster. Monopole transitions (e.g., s •»• s
or p + p excitations) often fall off as

a (dipole forbidden) « 1/E

,

(9)

the Is •+• 2s transition in hydrogenic ions being an interesting and still
controversial example.

For spin forbidden transitions a steep fall off

with collision energy is characteristic, such as
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o (spin forbidden) « 1/E3 .

(10)

See Fig. 4a for illustration of these features.
What is generally observed is the emission (rather than excitation)
cross section for a given photon which can be influenced by cascade transitions.

Thus emission cross sections can have new step function increases

as a next higher level is excited but then radiatively decayed to the level
which in turn decays giving the photon being observed.

Note that whether

or not cascade is observed can depend on experiment geometry since a fast
moving ion might pass out of view of the photon detector before cascade
occurs.

Cascade should be distinguished from resonances. The recom-

bination resonances lie just below each of the cascade states, but these
resonances decay by autoionization (usually very fast, say 10~l* sec) to
form the level from which the observed photons are emitted.

Resonances

cannot be identified and subtracted by measurement of emission photons for
the next higher levels (as has sometimes been accomplished for cascade).
In fact since resonances which result in formation of the level under study
are only (finally) accompanied by loss of energy by the incident electron
they are generally considered to be a generic part of the excitation cross
section.
It is common in all theoretical predictions of excitation to present
results as collision strengths,, fi^f. This quantity is the particle collision equivalent of the oscillator strength.

The connection between colli-

sion strength and cross section is always
S2if - WiEoif

(ID

16

where E is again the incident electron kinetic energy here in Rydbergs, w^
is the statistical weight of the lower level [W-L « (2Si + 1) • (2L± + 1) or
(2Ji + 1) if fine structure is taken into account, where Si, 1^, and J± are
the usual total angular momentum quantum numbers of the state ij, and a±f
is the cross section in units of 7rag2.
Direct ionization cross sections can be thought of as a summation of
many excitation cross sections (following Bely and Van Regemorter

).

Qualitatively this idea suggests that ionization is just excitation
of continuum rather than discrete states. According to this qualitative
idea, it is easy to understand that ionization cross sections ought to
rise, roughly linearly, near threshold since as the collision snergy
increases more and more continuum states are excited.

Neglecting the com-

ponents due to excitation-autoionization and recombination-double autoionization, the direct ionization cross sections usually peak at 2.5 to 3 times
the threshold energy and subsequently fall off roughly like dipole-allowed
excitation cross sections.

The high-energy behavior is often a useful test

of experiment or theory and is well discussed in Ref. 15.

o (direct ionization) + A •£§£ + B/E .

(12)

However, it is often true that direct, inner-shell ionization is significant
which results in a new rising, peaking, and falling component of the total
ionization cross section.

These features and the autoionization complica-

tions are apparent in Fig. 3 and are schematically illustrated in Fig. 4b.
Dielectronic recombination cross sections have not been measured and
are not generally calculated.

Since so many resonances are involved and

since the interest has generally been for plasma conditions where the incident electrons have a broad Boltzman energy distribution, dielectronic

17

recombination rates are usually calculated.

Ion-electron beams experiments

are in progress which at least will have small energy spreads compared to
plasmas and hope to observe some "averaged" or near-cross-section-like
dielectronic processes.

Figure 4c gives a schematic estimate of the beha-

vior of such dielectronic recombination cross sections with even the small
eneigy spread of interacting beams experiments averaging out much of the
structure.

The actual resonances are not likely to be so nicely uniform as

in Fig. 4c, that is they will vary in width, amplitude, and spacing and at
many energies there will be overlapping series of resonances.

However, it

probably is true that the cross—section space for dielectronic recombination is mostly empty and what little is occupied contains many narrow
resonances.

2.8

General Formulas
Provided below are formulas for cross sections and rates which are

currently in general use for prediction of excitation, ionization, and
recombination.

Only for the ionization case are these results generally

reliable and then only for the direct part of the ionization cross sections.

The most reliable ionization results are those of Younger but these

require specific constants from Younger's papers.
The oscillator strengths and energies have to be obtained from tables
such as those prepared by MBS in the United States.

The subshell ioniza-

tion energies can be obtained for many ions from Ref. 25.

Excitation.

Seaton

26
27
28
-Van Regemorter -Gaunt Factor
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where

E » electron incident energy in Rydbergs
" transition energy in Rydbergs
• oscillator strength (from tables)
g* - Gaunt factor (about 1 for An«0 multicharged ions)

Ionization.
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Lotz s

- 4.5 x 10-14 J X- 2E- £n E/I* (cm2)
j J
(semi-empirical based in part on hydrogenic Coulomb-Born)
Scaled Coulomb-Born:

Younger:

where

E - electron incident energy in eV
Ij » ionization energy of subshell j
rj « number of electrons in subshell j
I H - 13.6 eV
n « principal quantum number
Xj « E/Ij
Zeff(j), Aj, Dj, Cj, Dj parameters from Ref. 30.
A, B, C, D parameters from Younger.
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D i e l e c t r o n i c Recombination*

Burgess

Oq.q-l - 3.0 x 10-12 r&-ll2 B(q)
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18
-Merts
Rate:

£

f im A( s ) e-EATe ^ |

(17)

i+l
where

T e » electron temperature in units of 10^ K
q * initial charge of the recombinlng ion
i - initial state of the recombining ion
m * the excited core configuration j 0 of the recombined ion before
radiative stabilization
fiin - oscillator strength of transition i-m
E/kT ~ 0.158 (q + I) 2 (n^."2 - Onf^/a T e

[n^ and i^ are principle quantum numbers and a * 1.0 + 0*015 q3/(q + 1)2]
B(q) - q1/2 (q + l)5/2/(q2 + 13.A)!/2
A(s) - sl/2/(l + 0.105 s + 0.015 s2) for An-C
and
A(s) - 0.5 s1/2/(l + 0.21 s + 0.03 s2) for An«l
and s - (q + DCnt" 2 - n ^ 2 )

3.
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES

Plasmas
Observations and modeling of well-characterized plasmas have been used

to determine rates for all three of the inelastic collision processes. The
1972 review of Kunze

remains the best source of information on the basic

techniques employed for ionization rates and together with the paper of
32
Gabriel and Jordan
ments.

also provides discussion of excitation rate measure-

All of the plasma-based measurements have relied on observation of

emitted radiation.

Ionization and (more rarely) recombination rates can be

determined from time evolution of line radiation from plasma without absolute calibration of photon detectors while excitation rates require absolute radiometry.

All of these measurements require the plasma to be stable
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and well characterized as to electron temperature and density and all
resort to a model of the plasma behavior to extract rates.

Problems asso-

ciated with ion transport within the plasma, nonuniform temperature and density, multiple ionization in a single collision, high electron density and
associated secondary collisions, metastable ions, and competing collision
processes such as electron capture are difficult to assess in the plasma
rate measurements.

These measurements face difficult assumptions and

measurements, all to obtain a few data values in which much of the physically meaningful detail, like structures in cross section vs energy, have
been averaged and lost.

Nevertheless two important advantages apply to

plasma rate measurements — the information obtained is directly applicable
to plasma and astrophysical environments and the only data for ionization
of ions of charges greater than +6, or for any multicharged ions on
dielectronic recombination, have come from plasmas (and traps).
The most recent paper on ionization rate measurements
references to earlier work.

contains

There are no recent reports on excitation rate

measurements but current work is in progress.
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There are a number of

observations of dielectronic recombination in plasmas and astronomy but
only a few rate measurements which will be in the results section.

3.2

Ion Traps
Measurements within ion traps have produced some useful data on colli-

sions of electrons and ions.
study and Dunn

Hasted

reviewed these at the previous NATO

has given some interesting comparison of traps vs beams

experimental capabilities.

The work of Donets and Ovsyannikov

vided the most data of interest to the present considerations.

has proIn addition

the Donets ion trap is one of the exciting new sources of highly charged
38
ions

which hold promise for future atomic collision studies, so it will

be discussed here in modest detail.
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A general ^Electron jleam _Ion _Source-type (EB1S) trap is represented in
Fig. 5.

Such devices have been developed to a fairly sophisticated level

of operation.

The electron source and magnetic field components are

constructed to quite high tolerances to assure rectilinear propagation of
the electron beam in the solenoid.

Magnetic field and electron source

38
axis must coincide to within 0.05 mm.
The potential distributions, FD 1,
2, and 3 on Fig. 5, are applied sequentially in order to create ions, trap
and heat the ions to provide high charge states, and to eject the ions in a
3 7 38

pulsed beam.

For the Donets source,

'

"KRION-2," the tubes T^-TQ are at

liquid helium temperature and at ambient pressure about 1 0 " ^ torr. With
the electron source activated and PD 1 potential distribution, a small
amount of cold gas is puffed in only at T£ position to create low-charge
ions.

Then PD 2 is applied for a time selected according to desired iooic

charge state (up to about 1 sec). During operation of the source as a
trap, PD 2, the pressure is still as low as 10~9

torr — a rather thin

plasma.
Donets and Ovsyannikov
zation collisions.

' c used the KRION-II as a trap to study ioni-

The operating cycle of the ion source was as follows:

(1) activation of the electron beara; (2) introduction of low-charge ions of
the investigated element into the electron beam (PD 1 for 0.5-1 msec);
(3) confinement of ions in the beam and their ionization (PD 2 for 0.1-500
msec); (4) extraction of ions from the electron beam in the longitudinal
direction (PD 3 for 10-50 ysec); (5) analysis of the charge spectrum of
ions according to transit time; and (6) electron beam shut-off.

The elec-

tron beam energy during PD 2 could be varied between 0.5 and 11 keV which
allowed determination of cross sections at approximately those collision
energies.

ORNL--DWG 82-43044
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Fig. 5. Schematic arrangement of an Electron Beam Ion Source
(EBIS) from Ref. 38. The potential distributions PD 1,
2, and 3 are applied sequentially (see text).
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The determination of cross sections within KRION-II relies on modeling
the time rate of creation of ions of a given char&.

within the electron

beam in much the same manner as analysis of 6-pinch ionization rate studies.

The input data for the model are the assumed ionization cross sec-

tions and measured intensities of each ion charge state as a function of
time after FD 2 is switched on.

Thus data are collected by operating FD 2

for various times from 0.1 to 500 msec and using the time-of-flight analysis after ion ejection to obtain the ion intensities.

The ion-time-

intensity distribution is modeled by iteratively varying the ionization
cross sections to obtain the best fit to the measured data.

3.3

Electron-Ion Beams in General
Modern beams experiments with electrons and ions began about 1960 and

the technique along with the first 15 years of results were reviewed in
1976 by Dolder and Peart.
reviews

4—9

Together with more recent but more specialized

the technique and results are well covered.

The basic approach

and apparatus applied to studies of multicharged ions are presented here
for reference and discussion, but without extensive detail.
A critical part of experiments with multicharged ions is the ion
source.

Results published to date have relied on continuous beams from a

PIG-type (Penning Ion Gauge configuration of electrodes) source
Ridge National Laboratory and from an EBIS
Universita't in Giessen.

•+ 0
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at Oak

at the Justus-Liebig-

The ORNL-PIG source employs a magnetic field of

about 4 kilogauss to confine a small plasma and ions are extracted transverse to the magnetic field.

The Giessen-EBIS is qualitatively like Fig. 5

but without ultrahigh cryogenic vacuum or superconducting magnets and
further it is operated quite differently in order to obtain continuous ion
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beams.

Ions are allowed to diffuse through the EBIS with a constant poten-

tial distribution, roughly like PD 3 of Fig. 5 so that a continuous ion
beam is achieved but at much lower charge states than for the pulsed operation.

The new generation of ion sources
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will be applied to some

electron-ion beams experiments in the future, but the ion source development progress is beyond the scope of the present paper.
A schematic representation of crossed beams is shown in Fig. 6.

The

beams may cross at any angle, though some special considerations apply for
merged beams (6-0).

Cross sections are determined by measurement of the

parameters in Eq. (18)

0=

(I) TIT;w

(18)

where S is the rate (counts/sec) of signal del^cted for the particular
experiment, K is a geometry or sensitivity factor which may be different
for different types of experiments such as excitation or ionization, Ij_ is
total ion current, lg is total electron current, q is the ionic charge in
electronic units (e), V contains all the angle and velocity terms, and F is
the vertical (z axis) beams overlap factor.

v e sin 9
(Vi2

+ v e 2 - 2 VJ; ve cos 6 ) 1 / 2

(19)

(2o)

ie(z)ii(z)dz
In thinking about the nature of interacting beams experiments it is
useful to recognize the physical significance of terms in (18) and to consider the limiting cases of 6 - 0° and 6 « 90°. Expression (18) is

ORNL-DWG 82-43122
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A schematic representation of crossed beams. The ion beam
is along the x axis and the electron beam is at an arbitrary
angle 6 in the x-y plane. The rotatable probe can translate
vertically through either beam. The upper inset shows some
actual electron and ion vertical distribution functions measured
with a rotatable probe slit.
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variously derived and expressed.
Peart and Dolder
and Claeys
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It is given here in the form used by

and is derived and discussed in some detail by Brouillard

(however they define the form factor as the inverse of F here

and they use y rather than z for the beams overlap/probe direction).

Note

that Ii/v^qe and I e /v e e are linear particle densities and (v^2 + v e 2 2v^vecos 6) is the relative speed of particles.

Note also that F is not

dimensionless but has units of length as expressed.
The simplest geometry is for 6 =• 90°.
reduces to V » v^ if v e »

In that case the term (19)

v± as is often the case.

For crossed (90°)

beams it is desirable to have v^ as slow as possible, since, for a given
cross section, the signal, >, will be inversely proportional to v±.
For parallel rectilinear, merged beams ( 9 = 0 ) propagating in the x
v
i* v e
direction expression (19) can be shown to be V = — - — ±£ expression (20)
is written as
1 // *e (z,y) <*z dy // ij(z,y) dz dy
" L

// i e (z,y) ii(z,y) dz dy

which ignores any variation of F along the length of the merge path, L
(such variation only occurs if 9 k 0 ) . The merged beams approach has
advantages in allowing an extensive interaction length L for beams of
arbitrary velocities.

One beam "chases" the other and as the relative

energy is compressed, so is the relative spread in energy.

This means that

high energy resolution can be achieved with merged beams and in fact for
crossed or inclined beams the energy resolution also improves as 9
approaches 0°.

The practical limitation on achieving the ideal energy

resolution of merged beams is usually the extent to which 6 = 0 ° .

A dif-

ficulty of merged beams is measuring F.
Historically it has been considered important to measure F with some
form of beam probe as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Some imaginative new methods
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of determining F are now in use * and for some crossed (90°) beams experiments it has been considered sufficient to calculate F.

For relatively

uniform beams, with one beam contained completely within the other as
illustrated in Fig. 6, the value of F is close to the height of the larger
beam.

The particular beam profiles shown in Fig. 6 are typical for crossed

beams experiments at Oak Ridge, and the value of F was always within 102 of
the FWHM height of the electron beam.

Determination of particle velocities

v^ and ve and beams overlap F is equivalent to measuring density and path
length in a static gas target of the type commonly used in beam-static
target experiments.

However, the determination of velocities and F in

interacting beams experiments can be more accurately accomplished than the
measurement of equivalent parameters in static-gas-type experiments.

In a

number of experiments it has proven valuable to be able to measure and to
maintain stability of F to approximately ±1% in order to observe detailed
structure in cross sections.

3.4

Particular Studies with Electron-Ion Beams
It is useful to consider some of the features of particular

interacting beams experiments.

Figure 7 is a schematic of the approach

used at Oak Ridge (with collaboration of G. H. Dunn and others of the Joint
Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, Boulder).

The parallel plate analy-

zers are employed as "charge sorters" and to minimize effective path length
for interaction of the ion beam with background gas.

These analyzers have

strong focusing properties in the horizontal or dispersion plane but do
not effect vertical-beam trajectories.

Thus the flat extended plates

called "one-dimensional einzel lenses" were employed to focus and position
the beam independently in horizontal and vertical directions.

For ioniza-

tion experiments the principal difficulty has been to adequately separate

ORNL-DWG 77-1O577R6
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7. A particular crossed beams arrangement used for multIcharged ions at Onk Ridge
(see text). For some experiments a photodetectlon system, vlewinr HIP
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the "ionized" and incident beam components while maintaining 100%
transmission of the beam components from the electron beam crossing point
to the ion detectors.
The electron beam of Fig. 7 is confined by a fairly uniform magnetic
field of about 200 gauss directed parallel to the electron beam and tnaintained by permanent magnets.

The electron collector is r.azor blades

stacked with edges toward the beam to minimize specular reflection of
electrons which cannot be compensated by biasing the collector. The ion
beam must penetrate the 200-gauss magnetic field transversely so that the
ions are deflected vertically (usually a few degrees at most).

TLe cross-

hatched electrostatic element in Fig. 7 can provide vertical positioning of
the ion beam, in part to counteract the deflection by the magnetic field.
Figure 8 shows some of the features of the electron-ion crossed beams
approach used at Giessen, West Germany •f 3 (with collaborators from
Universita't Frankfurt and UniversitMt Vien).

The electron beam is shaped

and intensified by electrostatic focusing electrodes.

In addition all of

the electron gun parts can be raised to a potential of several hundred
volts.

Thus ionizing events within the electron beam results in ions of

increased charge at a somewhat different energy than those ionized outside
the electron beam.

This "energy tagging" of the experiment region,

together with high resolution ion beam analysis after the interaction
region, allows separation of unwanted signal due to stripping of ions on
background gas outside the electron beam.
It is common in crossed beams experiments to employ beam switching
schemes which allow detection of background signal from either beam alone
which can then be subtracted from the total signal with both beams on.
Usually detectors are gated so that signal is collected only when beams are
completely on or completely off.

If it can be proved that all the

Ion beam
Electron beam

Cathode

1-5cm

A
Fig. 8.

A particular crossed beams arrangement used for
multicharged ions at Giessen (see text) from
Ref. 43. The electrostatic focusing electrodes
confine and intensify the electron beam.
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background signal arises from one beam, then only the other beam need be
switched on and off to determine the background.

Caution should be exer-

cized since the evolution of gas by a beam, or the focusing or deflection
of one beam by the other, can change the background.

Thus beam modulation

techniques do not guarantee correct identification of backgrounds.

One of

the common diagnostics is to change the frequency at which beams are
switched on and off.

For gas evolution, beam switching times whi_» are

much faster than characteristic vacuum pumping times can suppress evolved
gas problems.

Switching times from near 1 sec to near 1 ysec have been

employed in beams experiments, and signal to noise as poor as 1 to 100 has
been properly accounted via beams switching techniques.
The devices illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 have been used to measure
electron impact ionization of multicharged ions.

The apparatus of Fig. 7

has also been used to measure excitation cross sections (see Ref. 4 for
review).

The excitation cross section measurements relied on detection of

radiation at the collision center from the excited ions by a photomultiplier viewing the collision region from above.

These experiments are

quite tedious since both beams create significant photon background and the
photon detector only counts about 10~^ of the true beams interaction signal
due to solid angle and detector sensitivity limitations.
Table 1 gives parameters of two excitation experiments

'

which

employed photon detection with crossed beams. As discussed in Ref. 4, for
the N^ + excitation case the acquisition of a single cross section value
with ±6% statistical uncertainty required about 10^ sec (28 hr) of data
collection time for the parameters shown and the both-beams switching
employed.

In addition, systematic variation of beams-switching frequency

and both electron and ion current intensities not only required more time
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but revealed spurious signals probably due to creation and trapping of
background ions by the electron beam and subsequent interaction of the
trapped ions with the incident ions.

It seems unlikely that more than a

few absolute experiments on excitation cross sections for multicharged ions
can ever be performed using crossed beams and photon detection.

Table 1.

Parameters from two electron impact excitation experiments.

Ba+ (Ref. 44)

Parameters

(Ref. 45)

Electron energy

4 eV

15.5 eV

Electron current

10 yA

90 yA

Ion energy

750 eV

Ion current

0.1 yA

40 keV
1.0 yA

1 x 10~9 torr

Pressure (both beams on)

1.2 x 10~9 torr

Wavelength

455 tun

124 nm

Band pass

10 nm

30 nm

7.4 x 10"4

D(zo,X)
Signal (S) (both beams)
Background (B) (both beams)

4 x 10-4

10 Hz

2 Hz

3 Hz

90 Hz
2.7 x K T 1 6 cm2

17.4 x 10~ 1 6 cm

Emission cross section

Severe difficulties are also encountered in attempting interacting
beams measurements of dielectronic recombination.

Figure P illustrates an

experiment pursued at the Center for Astrophysics at Harvard
ions.

with C3+

The approach is to measure the cross section associated with a tran-

sition

~ + C3+

C2+

p

£)

U> C 2 + (Is22s

hu-

CHANNEL p L A T E
PHOTOMULTIPLIER

DETECT0R

HIGH FIELD REGION

\CONE TYPE
CHANNELTRON

£•3
\
ELECTRON
FARADAY CUP

BEAM PRE-ANALYZER
Fig.

9.

A particular crossed beams arrangement used for multirharged Ions at Glessen (see text)
from Ref. 43. The electrostatic focusing electrodes confine and intensify the electron beam.
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which is qualitatively similar to transition

4

in Fig. 1.

The photons

produced are near in wavelength to the 2s-2p, 1550 A transition which will
also be directly excited.

The relatively few dielectronic stabilizing pho-

tons might be detected by coincidence between the total photons near 1550 A
and the c 2 + ions.

A principal anticipated problem could be field ioniza-

tion of the c 2 + (Is22s n£) in the analyzing field, so electrons produced by
field ionization are accelerated into the channel plate detector and can
also be counted in coincidence with the photons.

Electron capture by the

c3+

from background gas at about 10 keV has a cross section near 5 x 10~*5

cm2

and provides a formidable C2+ signal in the experiment ev^n at 10""^^

torr pressure.

Nevertheless the experiment might provide the first defini-

tive averaged "cross-section" measurement for the dielectronic recombination resonances associated with a specific excitation transition in a
multicharged ion.
One approach to reducing the electron capture background in recombination experiments is to use faster ion beams.

At MeV energies the cap-

ture from background gas is of the order 10^ times smaller than at keV
energies.

At Oak Ridge an approach is being developed to use electron-ion

merged beams with a fast ion beam from a tandem accelerator..

Figure 10

illustrates the approach which relies on injection of an ion beam through
the cathode of an electron gun, with subsequent collapse of the electron
beam onto the ion beam employing a strong solenoid magnet.

Signal asso-

ciated with recombination has been obtained but additional analysis and
systematic diagnostics are required.
Interacting beams experiments have significant advantages over other
experimental approaches in that nearly all experiment parameters can be
controlled and systematically varied for diagnostic purposes.

However, the
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Fig. 10. Apparatus in use for merged electron-ion studies of recombination (at Oak Ridge from Ref. 47). The ions are from a
tandem Van de Graff accelerator.
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achievable beam particle interaction densities are quite low and backgrounds
are high so that experiments are tedious. Systematic variation of parameters has proven essential to detection and elimination of problems in most
electron-multicharged ion experiments. The single most significant test,
when applicable, is to measure the cross section for the process under
study below its threshold energy and obtain a zero value for the cross section.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In spite of the difficulties, interacting beams studies with
multicharged ions have been quite rewarding.

Enough detail in cross sec-

tion vs energy has been obtained to illuminate physical mechanisms which
provide unique aspects to electron-ion collisions for highly charged ions.
Some of the results obtained to date which illustrate the physics are presented .iere.
4.1

Excitation Studies
3 *•

Excitation of ions has been recently reviewed ' and only a few
experimental measurements have been made for multicharged ions.

Figure 11

presents measured cross sections and theoretical calculations for excitation of 2s-2p in Li like ions,

'

N^+ and Be + . The Be + case nicely

illustrates the convergence of theoretical approximations.
cal approximations

The theoreti-

h9 5 0
' are: CBI - Coulomb-Born, CBXI - Coulomb-Born with

exchange, CBII - unitarized Coulomb-Born, CBXII - unitarized Coulomb-Born
with exchange, UDWPOII - unitarized distorted-wave with polarized orbitals
and exchange, 2cc - 2-state close coupling, 5cc - 5-state close coupling.
These theories progressively improve (that is converge toward experiment)
in exactly the order anticipate 4 from the quality of the approximations

'
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Fig. 11.

Electron impact excitation of 2s-2p transition in Li-like Be +
(Refs. 48-50) and N* + (Refs. 45 and 51). The error bar shown for
Be + experiment -EXP- is 98% confidence level total uncertainty
while for N*+ the bars are 90% C. L. relative uncertainty except
for outer bar on solid point at 15.5 eV which is total uncertainty at 90% C. L. The various theories are identified in the
text. For Be + none of the theories are satisfactory while for
N* + the solid curve represents either CBXII or 2cc folded with ±2
eV Gaussian energy spread.
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(Sects. 2.5 and 2.6). However, the convergence to experiment is never
complete suggesting inadequacy of even the best theoretical result.

The g

result [Eq. (13)] with g = 0.2 at threshold is a simple scaled prediction
which came closest to the experiment.

By contrast the N^ + experiment

shows no discrepancy with the 2cc theory

and CBXII-type theory agrees

with 2cc to within 3% (see Ref. 3 ) . Additional consolation for theory is
that use of the same g value for N^ + as for B e + misses the N^+ experimental
values by a factor of about 4.

It has been understood for some time that g

should be near 1.0 for An=0 transitions of highly charged ions.

Apparently

the increase in ionic charge, and consequently more tightly bound electrons , has led to less distortion and coupling via the potential VJJ in
Eqs. (5) and (6) as had been hoped. The result is that good quantum theory
with almost any realistic potential is accurate in the more highly charged
case.

Whether or not this improvement in excitation theory with ionic

charge extends to other types of transitions besides strong dipcle-allowed
cases like 2s-2p remains questionable, but the unique aspect here is the
improved reliability of theory for more highly charged ions.
Resonances do occur in the excitation cross section for the Li-like
2s-2p.

Figure 12a shows part of the calculated cross section for

(2s-2p) excitation, including resonances.

52 3
'

&

+

These are the recombination

resonances of configuration (ls^3Jl3Jl') which lie just below the
excited states.

These resonances autoionize to (Is 2 2p) + si giving the

structure in the 2p excitation.

Figure 12a demonstrates that such reso-

nances occur with a variety of shapes, amplitude and spacing even in the
relatively simple Li-like structure.
are of little consequence.

However for this case the resonances

An experiment with 1 eV energy spread would

have to be able to detect structure of about 3% of the direct excitation
cross section in order to observe any of the predicted resonances in this

30.0
a.
CVJ
•»"
CVJ

20.0

10.0

2.5

0.0

Fig- 12.

3.0

3.5

4.0

1.0

,3+ (2s-2p) collision strength vs energy
(a) The calculated C""
in threshold units including resonances within 5cc approximation (Ref. 52)." Dashed line is the 5cc averaged with a
Gaussian energy width of 1 eV. Within this energy range only
one cross-section value was measured (Ref. 53) and it is
plotted at x*2.84 with 1 s. d. relative uncertainty error bar.
(b) The calculated collision strength for (Is2) 1 S -»• (Is2s)
3
S in B e 2 + near threshold (Ref. 54 - see also Ref. 3).
Resonances of the form (Is3£3£') are included and dashed
curve represent averaged, resonance enhanced values where
many resonances are occurring.
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C3+ case.

The single cross section value which was measured

In this

energy range is shown on Fig. 12a.
The resonances are rather inconsequential for the strong dipoleallowed 2s-2p excitation but for He-like ions, for forbidden transitions
such as (ls^) Is -»• (Is2s) $S the resonances are predicted to dominate.

'

Figure 12b shows the case for Be^+ for resonances of configuration
( l s 3 £ 3 O which decay to (Is2s) 3 S + el giving the structure in the
cross section.

The picture is qualitatively the same for Fe^+.

3

S

For "such

forbidden excitation transitions, resonances can enhance even plasma excitation rates (with Boltzman electron energy distribution) up to roughly an
order of magnitude over simple direct excitation.
Such resonance effects have been observed in interacting beams experiments for singly charged ions (see Ref. 4 ) . Recently studies of the Na-like
3s-3p excitation (structure as shown on Fig. 1) have observed resonances for
M g + and Al^+ with crossed beams.

Even for this strong dipole transition

the resonances are not negligible.

Resonance structures in excitation cross

sections add severe complexity.

Since most structures are so narrow in

energy compared to observable energy resolution it is useful to approximate
their effect.

For highly charged ions, theoretical effort is currently

devoted to understanding and approximating resonances in electron-ion excitation cross sections, but the theory must proceed without experimental
tests at present.
To summarize current insights on electron impact excitation of ions:
1.

Distorted-wave and Coulomb-Born theory (unitarized and including
exchange) appear to be reliable for excitation of low-lying bound
states and are more reliable for highly charged ions than for singly
charged ions.
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2.

Resonances in the excitation cross sections can be quite strong,
especially (but not exclusively) for nondipole allowed transitions.

4.2

Ionization Studies:

H-Like and He-Like Cases

Discussion in Sects. 2.4 and 2.7 and Figs. 1-4 provide the impression
that both recombination resonances and excitation can have significant
effect on ionization cross sections.

Thus the study of ionization, in

detail, can give insight into all of the physics of inelastic collisions of
electrons and ions.
However, the simplest ions, H-like and He-like (ground state), cannot
exhibit excitation and resonances in ionization which rely on inner shell
excitation since there is only one shell populated.

The work of Donets and

Ovsyannikov, based on modeling charge state evolution in their EBIS provides
the only cross-section data for ions of truly high charge, including hydrogenic ions up through Ar*7+.

Figure 13a shows their data

ions compared to Coulomb-Born calculations.

c

for hydrogen!c

The calculations are for

nuclear charge Z = 128 and all results are scaled by Z^ as suggested by the
Coulomb-Born theory for these hydrogenic ions.

The agreement is good

although Donets and Ovsyannikov note that their results are on average about
1 standard deviation greater than the predictions.
distorted wave (including exchange)

a

Other theories such as

are nearly indistinguishable from

the one chosen for comparison.
Results for He-like ions are shown in Fig. 13b.
data is as chosen by Younger.
crossed beams

The scaling of these

The experimental data are nearly all from

but a couple of points from Donets and Ovsyannikov

c

are
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included for comparison.

The Lotz semiempirical formula

was chosen to

agree with early Coulomb-Born calculations so it is not surprising that it
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Fig. 13. Scaled cross sections for electron impact ionization of Hlike and He-like ions. a. Measured values are: 0 - c5+, t - N6+, A - 0?+,
A - Ne9+, • - Arl7+ (from Ref. 37c). Cross sections are scaled by nuclear
charge, Z^, and compared with calculations in Coulomb-Born approximation —
solid line. b_. Measured values are • - B3+, 0 - C 4 + , A - N5+ (from Ref.
57), also • - Ne8 + an<j o - A r 1 6 + (from Ref. "57c). Cross sections are
scaled by ionization potential squared, I 2 and collision energy in
threshold units, X, as suggested by Younger (Ref. 17). Solid curve is
distorted wave theory by Younger; dashed curve is the Lotz formula,
Eq. (14); dotted curve is classical theory (Ref. 58).
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1 7b

agrees so well with the recent distorted wave.
Even the original classi5
8
cal result of Thomson
is not grossly different from the other results,
however.
In spite of the fact that ionization theory is never fundamentally
satisfying (because the free motion of three particles within their mutual
potential is not properly represented) the theory of these H and He-like
cases seems to be well established.

In fact it is probably more reasonable

to assert that the theory for these cases proves that the experiments are
basically correct rather than the other way around.
4.3

Ionization Studies;

Cases with Electronic Shell Structures

With the addition of one more electron, electronic shell structure is
established and the complexity of the ionization process begins to emerge.
59
Until the first interacting beams experiments on Li-like ions
were
reported it was not generally expected that excitation-autoionization would
play an important role in ionization of such simple systems.

Figure 14a

shows the N 4 + case which has been studied in the greatest detail. The excitation-autoionization transition (Is22s) + (Is2s2£) •»• (Is 2 ) + tl is
clearly established near the appropriate 420 eV threshold.
tion of the excitation cross sections
theory

'

Subsequent addi-

to Coulomb-Born ionization

is seen to reasonably represent, but slightly underestimate, the

measurements in the N^ + case. The long-dashed curve beginning at 500 eV is
a Bethe approximation

which is supposed to include all of the inelastic

processes that could lead to ionization in the high energy limit.

The long-

dashed curve is then supposed to have the correct slope and in fact is the
only theory showing agreement in slope with the high energy trend of the
crossed beams experiment.
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Fig. 14. (a) Electron impact ioni2ation of IT"". Solid circles are
crossed b^aa? data (Ref. 59); open circles are measurements
in an EBIS ion source (Ref. 37b). Solid curve is CoulombBorn by Moores (53); dot-dashed curve is Lotz, Eq. (14);
short-dashed curve is scaled Coulomb-Born, Eq. (15); dotted
curve is excitation result of Henry (Ref. 60) added to the
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Kim and Cheng (Ref. 64).
(b) Increasing relative importance of excitation autoionization for Li-like ions along the isoelectronic sequence.
Data points and straight line are experiment (Ref. 59) and
dot-dashed curve is theory (Ref. 61).
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However, the agreement between theory and experiment for the
excitation-autoionization component is not satisfying as is illustrated by
Fig. 14b.

Simply plotting the ratio of the second peak (at excitation-

autoionization onset) to the first peak (due to direct ionization) for the
Li-like ions gives different trends between experiment and theory. The
disagreement depends completely on the 0^+ experimental result, which is
the least definitive data.

Table 2 gives more definitive ".omparison of

theory and experiment for the inner shell excitation assuming that interference and resonances are unimportant in the experiment.

Table 2.

The basic

Comparison of theoretical and experimental cross sections
for inner-shell excitation of Li-like ions, Is22s •*• ls2s2A
at energies about 1.1 times excitation threshold.

Cross sections in 10' 19 cm2
Energy
(eV)

Ion

Experiment

Scaled
,
Coulomb-Born

23

Six-state
close-coupling

Ratio
exp/6cc theory

1.4

Be+

130

17

C+3

340

3.2

3.7

2.15

1.5

N+4

460

1.8

2.0

1.27

1.4

0+5

612

2.8 (1.4)

1.1

0.74

3.8 (1.9)

12.2

a

Cross sections determined by estimating the increase in total ionization cross sections at energy 1.1 times excitation threshold. The Be + case
is from Ref. 65 while c3 + , N^+, and 05+ are from Ref. 59. For o5+ the uncertainties are large and the v.lue in parentheses is the smallest excitation
cross section derived from the ionization data allowing for the 90% confidence level error bars.
Ref. 61 which cautions that the technique is not appropriate to
low ionic—charge cases such as Be + .
'Trom Ref. 60 with Be + case extrapolated according to (Z - 1.4)3
constant for a given energy in threshold units.

a

«

a
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question remains whether the 05+ experiment is spurious or if simple addition of direct excitation theory is inadequate to explain the ionization
process.

Detailed data for more highly charged Li-like ions would be quite

valuable.
For Be-like ions a different, more traditional question arises — w h a t
is the role of metastable ions?

The ground state of these ions is

(Is 2 2s 2 ) is and thp metastables (Is22s2p) ^P are quite long-lived and
are higher in energy by roughly 10% of the ground state ionization potential.

The statistical weight of the levels favors the metastable 9 to 1.

Beams experiments for B+, c2+ t N 3 + , and 0^+ reveal that the metastable
population is substantial in ion beams from different sources and that in
some cases the population may even be changed by change of ion source
parameters.

It seems likely that the netastable content in almost any

collection of Be-like ions is likely to be high and may influence behavior
of the ions via differences in inelastic collision processes for metastable
vs ground-state ions.

However, for highly charged ions the metastable

lifetime decreases significantly and metastable populations will be lower.
The role of excitation-autoionization has been addressed for these
ions

'

but in the experiments this contribution has only been observed

for the 0^+ case.

'

Thus, the scaling of the indirect ionization contribu-

tion with charge state along the isoelectronic sequence for Be-like ions is
at least as uncertain as for the Li-like ions.
The Na-like ions are obviously an interesting class for study of ionization (see Sect. 2.4). The original crossed beams experiment

for M g +
/- Q

did not reveal the expected excitation-autoionization contribution.

69

'

Recent beams experiments for Mg+, A l 2 + , Si3+ demonstrate that the indirect
contributions to ionization do occur in these cases.

While distorted

37

wave ti-

j.y, which included excitation-autoionizatioc,

predicted some spe-

cific features of the observed ionization cross sections, it failed to predict the correct magnitude for the indirect contributions and did not give
the specific detailed shape of the cross sections either.
Recent experiment
Fig. 15.

and theory

for ionization of Al2+ are shown in

The positions and orbital promotions associated with inner-shell

excitation are shown and the distorted wave calculations of excitation—
autoionization are shown to be about a factor of two greater than observed.
In particular the dominant 2p-3p transition, which proceeds primarily via
the monopole term in the expansion of expressions (5) and (6), appears to
be missing in the experiment.
Henry and Msezane

72

have carried out coupled-state calculations to

further investigate the observed features of indirect ionization in Na-like
ions.

Figure 16 shows the coupled-state results and introduces the

suggestion that the shape of the measured Al2+ cross section near 75 eV can
be attributed to recombination resonances similar to those discussed in
Sect. 2.

A set of model resonances of configuration (2p53s3£n£) which

could decay by double-autoionization are shown in ?ig. 16a.

Figure 16b

shows the coupled—state calculation of indirect contributions associated
with 2p-3£ promotions only*

The coupled-state theory still overestimates

the 2p-3p excitation component somewhat, but the estimated effect of resonances between 73 and 80 eV, just below this excitation threshold, matches
the observed cross section in shape.
These studies on Al^+ illustrate the value of the details which can be
obtained in interacting beams studies.

In addition they provide some cre-

dence to the suggestion of significant excitation and resonance contributions to the ior'zation of Fe*5+ (Fig. 3 and Ref. 14). However, the trend
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Fig. 15. Electron impact ionization of Al
(from Ref. 70). The solid
curve is distorted wave direct ionization (Ref. 17d) normalized
to experiment at 70 eV and with distorted wave excitationautoionization (Ref. 71) for each orbital promotion added
at the arrows.
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of the indirect effects with increasing charge along the isoelectronic is
in question and the magnitude has not yet been correctly predicted (compared to experiment) for any of the Na-like ions.
A number of experiments with even more complex ions demonstrate that
the indirect effects on ionization can completely dominate the cross section.

Experiments on singly charged alkali-like ions M g + , C a + , Sr + , and

B a + (see Eef. 7) demonstrated indirect contributions of:

roughly negli-

gible, factor of 2, factor of 2.5, factor of 4.5 respectively.

However for

isoelectronic 3+ ions of Si3+, Ti3+, Z r 3 + , Hf3 + , the indirect contributions
have been found to be 65%, a factor of 10, a factor of 20, and a factor
of 10 respectively.
isoelectronic).

(Note that Hf3+ is only similar to Ba + , not

The experiment and distorted wave excitation

calculations 73 ' 7 '* are shown for the T i 3 + case in Fig. 17.

The distorted

wave theory overestimates the indirect effects by a factor of 2.5 but predicts the shape faithfully.

The excitation-autoionization contributions

are attributed to 3 pairs of fine structure transitions of the configurations (3p 6 3d) •»• (3p 5 3d 2 ) •>• (3p 6 ) + e.

In all these alkali-like

cases, except Na-like, the transitions responsible for the very large
indirect contributions to ionization are An=0 transitions rather than An-l
which were discussed up till now.
Figure 17b suggests new complexities associated with these indirect
effects.

For C a + and Sc2+ all of the 45 levels of 3p 5 3d 2 are higher than

the ionization potential and could contribute to ionization via excitationautoionization.

However, for V^ + and higher members of the sequence none

of these levels can autoionize.

Presumably at V^+ excitation-

autoionization contributions near threshold will vanish with the binding of
An-0 transitions while An-l transitions may (probably do) contribute at
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(a) Electron impact ionization of Ti"^ (from Ref. 73).
Dashed curve is for direct ionization [Lotz formula, Eq.
(14)]; solid curve is excitation-autoionization via (3p*>3d)
(3p 5 3d 2 ) •* (3p 6 ) + e divided by 2.5 and added to Lotz;
dot-dashed curve is the solid curve averaged with a 2-eV
Gaussian energy spread.
(b) The energy positions of the 45 line structure levels
of 3p J 3d 2 K-like ions relative to the ionization potential.
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higher energies. The possible effect of recombination resonances — double
autoionization has not been considered for these cases.
Alkali-like ions were expected to show the largest indirect (inner
shell) effects because of the single outer electron and numerous inner
shell electrons.

Recent studies with *-3 rare gas ions,

Ne^+, Ar3+, Kr3+,

and Xe3 + demonstrate that indirect effects are likely to be important in
many cases.

All of these ions have p3 outer orbitals filled so that oppor-

tunity for low energy excitation-autoionization transitions occurs but
might not dominate.

The indirect effects observed are roughly negligible,

20%, 60%, and over a factor of 2 for the respective ions N e ^ + •*• X e ^ + if the
Lotz formula [Eq. (14)] is taken as representative of the direct ionization
cross sections.
Very recent measurements

for Xe^+ are shown in Fig. 18.

The

enhancement, at threshold, due to indirect processes is again an order of
magnitude.

It now appears that such large indirect effects will not be

unusual for complex but highly charged ions.
Beams experiments by the German group at Giessen have convincingly
demonstrated a related enhancement of ionization cross sections.
measurements of Miiller and Frodl

The

on multiple ionization of Ar ions in a

single collision are shown in Fig. 19.

In all cases the onset of L-shell

ionization is accompanied by a significant increase in multiple ionization
attributed to inner-shell ionization followed by autoionization.

This

effect also appears to increase in relative importance with increasing initial ionic charge (much larger for 035 than for 024) and again the magnitude of the effect is up to about a factor of 10 already for 3+ ions.
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To summarize current insights on electron impact ionization of highly
charged ions:
1. Direct ionization is well represented by theory
2.

Indirect processes involving inner-shell electrons are important,
ranging from a few percent to in excess of an order of magnitude over
direct ionization, and are not as well represented by present theory.

3.

It is likely that recombination resonances - as well as excitationautoionization influence ionization cross sections.

4.

The indirect effects on ionization generally increase with ionic
charge (possibly except case where a class of transitions such as An»0
become bound).

5.

The indirect effects also increase with the complexity of the ion for
a given ionic charge.

4.4

Dielectronic Recombination
Some of the current beams experiments on dielectronic recombination

with multicharged ions have been described (Sect. 3.4), but we have no
definitive cross section measurements. However, there is convincing evidence about dielectronic recombination and some estimates of rates from
plasma-based spectroscopic measurements.
78

High resolution x-ray spectra from the PLT tokamak

reveal a rich

spectrum near 1.85 A including satellite lines attributed to dielectronic
recombination.

The observed and calculated spectra are shown in Fig. 20.

The accompanying table assigns spectroscopic transitions. Transitions w,
x, y, and z are He-like Fe24+ transitions most likely produced by electron
impact excitation in the hottest part of the plasma.

The other lines above

1.855 A are satellite lines of the Li-like iron but of the form
(Is2£2£') + (la^2Z") which can be produced by radiative stabilization

1.848

1.853

1.84

1.858.
1.863
WAVELENGTH (A)

1.868

.850
1.652
WAVELENGTH (A)

1.873

.854

Fig. 20. High resolution spectra from the PLT tokamak at wavelengths
near the F e 2 ^ (2s2) •+• (Is2p) transition (from Ref. 78). The satellite
lines are identified in the table and are ascribed principally to
dielectronic recombination transitions in Fe24+. The solid curves are
calculated spectra (Ref. 79). Curve II is the calculated contributions for
dielectronic satellites in which the recombining electron is in n>«3 levels
for features A, B, and d^3 and is in n«4-ll levels for the broad feature
near 1.85 A. Curve II plus the principal line transition, ul, give curve I.
Table 3.

Key

Identlfieatlon of Spectral Feature!

Transition

Transition

A

h9
his
9

ls23d(2D3/2)-ls2p3d 2 D 5 / 2 )
ls23d(2D5/2)-U2p3d 2 F 7 / 2 )
Is24p(2pj^2)-la2p4p 2 D 5 / 2 )

B
2

ls 2 3s(2Sj/2)-l*2p3s P l / 2 )
l»23(i(2D5^2)-l»2p3d
l»23a(2s1/2)-u2p38< 2p 3/2>
l«23p(2P3/2)-l»2p3p 2 P3/2)
la23p(2pj/2)-l*2p3pi 2 i , ; 2 )

•2
h7
al
d5
dl5

l*2^P(2l>3/2)-l»2p3pi 2 D 5 / 2 )

d!3

^expt
(*)

1.8512°

w

1»2( ls o )-l«2p( lPj<>)

1.8500

1.8509*
1.8509*
1.8509*

X

la2clSo)-ls2p(3p2°)

1.8552

t

l»22s(2Si/2)-ls2p2ii 2 Pi/2°)
la 2 ( 1 S 0 )-ls2p( 3 P 1 °)

1.8567
1.8592
1.8608
1.3618

1.852Oa
1.8513*

y

1.8515*
1.8516 6
1.8518*

a
k
r

1.8529°

J
z

ls 2 2a( 2 Si/2)-ls2p2a( 2 P3/2°)
l» 2 2p( 2 P3/2 o )-ls2p 2 (iP3/2)
is22p(2P^/20)~l*2p2(2D3/2)
I822s(2sj^2)-ls2p2s(2pjy2°)
ls2zp(2p3/2O)_js2p2(2Dj/2)
l« 2 ( 1 S 0 )-U2s( 3 Si)

e

1.22.2(1S O )- 1 .-2. 2 2P(1P 1 )

q

1.8632
1.8657
1.8681

1.8526°
a

Experloental value.

I.8705

*theor

(A)
1.8500
1.84992
1.8551
1.85519
1.8570
1.8591
1-85*47
.860*
.8618
.8631
.8635
1 .8657
1 .8677
] .86801
1 •&710
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following formation of dielectronic resonances. The lines A, B, and
are attributed to dielectronic recombination via n=3 resonances of the form
(Is2£3£~) -»• (Is 2 3£) and the dielectronic recombination to n > 4 presumably broadens the primary optically allowed He-like line, I, on the long
wavelength side. The calculated spectra of Bely-Dubau et al.79 are
remarkably consistent with the observed spectra and convincingly attribute
the observations to dielectronic recombination.
Similar measurements for He-like 01*5+ on the Alcator C tokamak show
much smaller contributions by dielectronic satellites.

This decrease in

the relative intensity of dielectronic satellites may be due to the lower
charge, q, and the scaling of radiative stabilization of dielectronic resonances as q^.
There have been attempts to obtain recombination rates from 8-pinch
and tokamak plasmas.

The 6-pinch measurements assume coronal equilibrium

and adjust both ionization and recombination rates to match the time evolution of spectral lines observed from the plasma.
F e 10+ recombination obtained from a 8-pinch

Rates for Fe^+ through

are somewhat lower than pre-

dicted by the Burgess-Merts formula, Eq. (17). However, it is likely that
density effects at ng • 3 x 10*6 cm~3 might modify the recombination
rates.

82

Tokamak measurements 8 3 on Mo ions assumed that "sawtooth"-type
variation of soft x rays were caused by MHD instability which rapidly
changed electron temperature but not other plasma parameters such as density.

The recombination rates inferred from time behavior of radiation

during "sawtoothing" gave recombination rates for Mo^CH- and M Q 3 1 +
lower than the Burgess formula.

a

little

42

The radiation from F e i 5 + , Fe*6 + , F e 1 7 + , and Fei8 + from the ISX-B tokamak have been studied during neutral beam injection and recombination rates
inferred.

The time behavior of the Fel^+, 361 A transition (discussed in

Sect. 2.2 with Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 21.

During the neutral beam injec-

tion (KBI) counter to the plasma current direction, the iron impurities
collected in the interior of the plasma and remained for relatively long
times in regions of almost constant electron temperature.

Dielectronic

recombination coefficients are deduced from these assumptions, the time
history of the radiations (like Fig. 2 1 ) , and a model of the ionization
equilibrium which incorporates ionization, electron capture (between
injected H° and Fe ions as a recombination mechanism) as well as radiative
and dielectronic recombination rates.

Assuming the other rates are correct

(the ionization rates included excitation-autoionization as in Fig. 3 ) , the
dielectronic rates are deduced.

The rates deduced are shown in Table 4 and

compared with the Burgess-Merts formula and other direct calculations.

'

The comparisons are good for Fe*8+ but poor for Fe^5+.

xhe

authors point out that even at their low density of 6 x 1 0 ^ cm~3 electron
collisions with excited (recombining) ions could reduce dielectronic rates
and that such effects may not be uniform between ions.
To summarize current insights on dielectronic recombination:
1.

This resonance process typically involves summation over many
narrow transitions to electronic configurations with more than one
excited electron which must stabilize radiatively.

2.

Calculated rates always involve approximations or truncations and
typically provide only modest agreement with rates deduced from
modeled plasma observations.
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3.

Interacting beams "cross-section" measurements could observe the
averaged recombination associated with recombination into a given n
level and might provide more definitive tests of theory in some specific cases.

Table 4.

d
d

d
d

Recombination rates for Fe ions from Ref. 84.
The numbers 14, 15, 16, and 17 are the charge
states of the ions before recombination.

exp

BM

JDKB

Hahn

(680 eV)

1.50 + 0.45

1.80

1.35

2.04

(480 eV)

1.82 ± 0.54

1.76

1.69

2.40

(480 eV)

0.74 ± 0.22

3.30

1.15

2.50

(400 eV)

0 .70 ± 0.21

3 .50

1.49

2 .17 ± 1.10

5.45

1.04

4.83

1.75

2 .35

1.20

2.30

1.24

2.32

0.61

2.10

d d ,.
«16 a 15 V ^ 0 eV)
a

d
16 (480 eV)
d
(480 eV)

Burgsss-Merts [Eq. (18) and Ref. 18].
Jacobs, Davis, Kepple, and Blaha (Ref. 19a).
Y. Hahn (Ref. 85).
Individual values assumed in computer codes.

4.5

Directions
The theoretical tools for prediction of cross sections for the three

inelastic processes of electron ion collisions have been developed.

These

tools are being refined and put into forms which could allow predictions of
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detailed and specific data for a large number of individual highly charged
ions.
However, there are only a few measurements against which these theoretical results can be tested particularly for high charge states.
Experiments on electron impact ionizaticn are currently providing the most
detailed test cases.

Effects due to resonances are important and are the

most illusive of experimental investigation.

The new generation of ion

sources should allow more interacting beams experiments and with more
highly charged ions.

These experiments will all be technically challenging

and tedious, but should provide significant tests of current understanding.
In all collisions of highly charged ions it is the understanding of
the formation and decay of fairly highly excited electronic configurations
that provide the most challenge and are of the greatest importance in physical environments where these ions occur.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the structure and inelastic transitions within the e~ + Fe*5+ system (see text).
Fig. 2. A cartoon representation of the electronic transitions which
occur for transitions (T), (?), and (5) of Fig. 1 if they all proceed to a
final state in which ionization has occurred.
Fig. 3. The predicted electron impact ionization cross section for
p e 15+ (from Ref. 14). The solid curve is direct ionization (represented
by transitions like (T) on Fig. 1 ) ; the dashed curve is excitationautoionizatiori (represented by (2) on Fig. 1) added to the direct part; the
cross-hatched area is dielectronic recombination-double autoionization
(represented by (T) on Fig. 1) and added to the other two contributions.
Fig. 4. General character of the cross sections for various inelastic
electron-ion collisions. Approximate averaging effects of interactingbeams-type energy resolution are represented by dashed curves.
Fig. 5. Schematic arrangement of an Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS)
from Ref. 38. The potential distributions PD 1, 2, and 3 are applied
sequentially (see text).
Fig. 6. A schematic representation of crossed beams. The ion beam is
along the x axis and the electron beam is at an arbitrary angle 9 in the
x-y plane. The rotatable probe can translate vertically through either
beam. The upper inset shows some actual electron and ion vertical distribution functions measured with a rotatable probe slit.
Fig. 7. A particular crossed beams arrangement used for multicharged
ions at Oak Ridge (see text). For some experiments a photodetection
system, viewing the beams cross region from above, detected excitation.
Fig. 8. A particular crossed beams arrangement used for multicharged
ions at Giessen (see text) from Ref. 43. The electrostatic focusing
electrodes confine and intensify the electron beam.
Fig. 9. Inclined beams arrangement used at Harvard (from Ref. 46) to
study collisions of electrons and (P+. The mirror helps concentrate photons
from excitation and dielectronic recombination onto the photomultiplier
viewing the beams crossing region from above.
Fig. 10. Apparatus in use for merged electron-ion studies of recombination (at Oak Ridge from Ref. 4 7 ) . The ions are from a tandem Van de
Graff accelerator.
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Fig. 11. Electron impact excitation of 2s-2p transition in Li-like
B e + (Refs. 48-50) and N*+ (Refs. 45 and 51). The error bar shown for B e +
experiment -EXP- is 98% confidence level total uncertainty while for N^ +
the bars are 90% C. L. relative uncertainty except for outer bar on solid
point at 15.5 eV which is total uncertainty at 90% C. L. The various
theories are identified in the text. For B e + none of the theories are
satisfactory while for N^ + the solid curve represents either CBXII or 2cc
folded with ±2 eV Gaussian energy spread.
Fig. 12. (a) The calculated c3+ (2s-2p) collision strength vs energy
in threshold units including resonances within 5cc approximation (Ref. 52).
Dashed line is the 5cc averaged with a Gaussian energy width of 1 eV.
Within this energy range only one cross section value was measured (Ref.
53) and it is plotted at X-2.84 with 1 s. d. relative uncertainty error bar.
(b) The calculated collision strength for (Is 2 ) *S •»•
(Is2s) S in B e near threshold (Ref. 54 — see also Ref. 3 ) . Resonances
of the form (Is3£3£') are included and dashed curve represents averaged,
resonance enhanced values where many resonances are occurring.
3

2+

Fig. 13. Scaled cross sections for electron impact ionization of
H-like and He-like ions, (a) Measured values are: 0 - C 5+ » • - N&+, A - 0 7 + ,
A - Ne9 + , • - Ar!7+ ( f r o m Ref. 37c). Cross sections are scaled by nuclear
charge, Z^, and compared with calculations in Coulomb-Born approximation —
solid line.
(b) Measured values are • - B 3 + , 0 - C^ + , A - U5+ (from Ref.
57), also • - Ne8+ and O - Arlf>+ (from Ref. 37c). Cross sections are
scaled by ionization potential squared, I 2 , and collision energy in threshold units, X, as suggested by Younger (Ref. 17). Solid curve is distorted
wave theory by Younger; dashed curve is the Lotz formula, Eq. (14); dotted
curve is classical theory (Ref. 58).
Fig. 14. (a) Electron impact ionization of N^ + . Solid circles are
crossed beams data (Ref. 59); open circles are measurements in an EBIS ion
source (Ref. 37b). Solid curve is Coulomb-Born by Moores (63); dot-dashed
curve is Lotz, Eq. (14); short-dashed curve is scaled Coulomb-Born, Eq.
(15); dotted curve is excitation result of Henry (Ref. 60) added to the
scaled Coulomb-Born; long-dashed curve is Bsthe result of Kim and Cheng
(Ref. 64).
(b) Increasing relative importance of excitation autoionization for Li-like ions along the isoelectronic sequence. Data points and
inferred straight line are experiment (Ref. 59) and dot-dashed curve is
theory (Ref. 61).
Fig. 15. Electron impact ionization of A l 2 + (from Ref. 70). The
solid curve is distorted wave direct ionization (Ref. 17d) normalized to
experiment at 70 eV and with distorted wave excitation-autoionization
(Ref. 71) for each orbital promotion added at the arrows.
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Fig. 16. (a) Model calculation of resonances (2p53s3£nJl') for
electron + Na-like ions in a 3 state close coupling approximation (from
Ref. 72). These resonances decay dominantly by double-autoionization
resulting in contribution to ionization cross sections for Na-like ions.
The Gaussian average is with electron energy spread of 2 eV. There will
be other resonance series in the same energy range.
(b) Comparison of calculated and measured cross sections for
A l 2 + ionization (from Ref. 72). Dashed curve is distorted wave
excitation-autoicnization (Ref. 71); solid curve is 2 state close coupling
for excitation-autoionization including only 2p-3& excitations and folded
with a 2 eV Gaussian energy spread; dot-dashed curve between 73 and 80 eV
is estimated close-coupling result including excitation-autoionization and
resonances like those of the upper figure (a).
Fig. 17. (a) Electron impact ionization of Ti3 + (from Ref. 73).
Dashed curve is for direct ionization [Lotz formula, Eq. (14)]; solid curve
is excitation-autoionization via (3p63d) + (3p^3d2) • (3p*>) + e divided by
2.5 and added to Lotz; dot-dashed curve is the solid curve averaged with a
2 eV Gaussian energy spread.
(b) The energy positions of the 45 fine structure levels of
3p53<j2 K-like ions relative to the ionization potential.
Fig. 18. Electron impact ionization of Xe^+ showing significant
indirect enhancement of the cross section beginning at threshold (from Ref.
76).
Fig. 19. Multiple ionization of Ar|+ and Ar^+ by electron impact
ionization measured by Miiller and Frodl.
Data points are labeled by
initial and final charge states. Ionization potentials for initial and
final charge states are indicated as I^f and direct ionization of an L
shell electron by 1^. Dashed curves are normalized Bethe calculation for
direct double electron ionization.
Fig. 20. High resolution spectra from the PLT tokamak at wavelengths
near the Fe^5+ (Is2) •+• (Is2p) transition (from Ref. 78). The satellite
lines «re identified in the table and are ascribed principally to
dielectronic recombination transitions in Fe2^+. The solid curves are
calculated spectra (Ref. 79). Curve II is the calculated contributions for
dielectronic satellites in which the recombining electron is in n=3 levels
for features A, B, and d\2 and is in n*4-ll levels for the broad feature
near 1.85 A. Cvrve II plus the principal line transition, w, give curve I.
Fig. 21. Radiation from Fe*5+ (3p-3s) during "counter" neutral beam
injection in ISX-B tokamak (from Ref. 84). Together with other line
radiation and modeling these data are employed to estimate dielectronic
recombination.

